THE BIGGEST!

According to Guinness the largest __ weighed over 58 tons
At 4,145 miles the __ River is the longest river in the world
__ Falls in Venezuela is the tallest waterfall at over 3,200 feet
Garth Brooks is second only to __ as a best-selling solo artist
The world's largest sporting event is the __ Cup
"A La Recherche du Temps Perdu" by Marcel __ is the longest novel
Some of the largest capacity stadiums are for this motor sport
__ is the largest country in the world, followed by Canada and USA
The Taipei 101 building in __ is the tallest building at 1,670 feet
The biggest selling band of all time - over 1 billion records
At 15 feet 5 inches __ 5 is the biggest Monster Truck
The Mariana trench is deeper than Mount __ is tall
A __ can reach almost 20 feet tall, making it the tallest living animal
__ is the largest planet in our solar system
At over 54 million pounds the Statue of __ is the world's heaviest
__ is the most populous city in the US
The world's largest bird is an __, but it can't fly
The __ Ocean is the largest ocean in the world
According to Guinness the two tallest trees are __ trees in California
The highest grossing film ever is __
This retail firm from Arkansas is the largest in the world
The city of Sitka, Alaska is larger than the state of __
The largest known human feet are __ inches long
Mile-wide __ Falls in Zambia is one of the world's biggest waterfalls
The largest mammal to have ever lived is the __
Bing Crosby's "White __" is the biggest selling holiday song
The __ is the world's largest modern reptile - up to 21 feet
Lake Superior is the largest __ lake in the world
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